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Greetings, I'm Mohammed Wisam, a versatile professional primarily focusing on full-stack web
development and UI design. I am a continuous learner who never settles and always seeks new
technologies and skills to enhance my digital products. My journey into the world of coding and
web development began in 2019, and since then, I've honed my skills in web development, I'm
passionate about transforming ideas into digital realities, creating seamless user experiences, and
pushing the boundaries of technology.

Experience

University of Babylon
College of Information Technology

2023

Stack & Skills 

mohammed-wisam.space

Website

Head of Front end development (remote)

Jan 2022 - Jan 2023
Speetu l Amsterdam, Netherlands

Front-end Web Developer (remote)

Jan 2019 - Jan 2022
Turtanu l Amsterdam, Netherlands

Front-end Web Developer (on-site)

Dec 2023 - Jan 2024
Digital Logic l Baghdad, Iraq

Developed a Vue 3 component library with TypeScript and generic
components, enhancing developer productivity and code
maintainability.
Launched a new project by implementing foundational CRUD pages,
user roles management, and intuitive navigation flows.

Full-stack Web Developer (on-site)

May 2023 - Jul 2023
Alkafeel Information Technology Center l Karbala, Iraq

Engineered a modular Nuxt 3 system with independently
configurable sub-projects, maximizing project flexibility and
customization.
Built a robust, user-friendly multi-step form featuring animated
transitions, browser-side image caching, and Web Crypto API-
powered data encryption for enhanced security and resilience.

Full-stack Web Developer (remote)

Jan 2023 - Apr 2023
MetaluxTech l Iraq

Developed an image converter leveraging ImageMagick for
robust image manipulation capabilities, streamlining image
processing tasks.
Automated build and release processes using GitHub Actions,
creating a CI/CD pipeline for Windows and Linux deployment,
ensuring efficiency and cross-platform compatibility.

Modernized a Nuxt 2 application by migrating to Nuxt 3 and
integrating TypeScript for improved maintainability and type
safety.
Automated build and deploy the Nuxt 3 app on a Linux server. 
Created a drag-and-drop video annotation tool for product and
moment tagging within a browser-based player.

redcodemohammed

GitHub

Linux
Bash/Shell
Python
Django
Postgres
Nest.js
Adonis.js
Mongodb
Redis
Prisma
Mongoose
Basic Docker knowledge
Design pattern

Monolithic
Module Monolithic
MVC
MVVM
DDD

Vue 3/Nuxt 3
HTML/CSS
Javascript/Typescript
React.js/Next.js
Problem solving

Collaborations

Google Developer Student Club 
Core member & Speaker

Web development workshops at               
Al-Mustaqbal University.
ITCT web session at                                      
University of Babylon 

Languages

Arabic (native)
English

Mohammed Wisam

Linkedin

Developed a coding e-learning platform.
Built several landing pages.
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